CLASS: 3 C SUMMER HOMEWORK

TED.COM

1. Choose 4 videos from the list below watch them and answer to these 3 questions for each of them?
   - What is the video about? (40-80 words)
   - Do you agree with the speaker? Why yes why not? (30-60)
   - Did you know the matter presented? Did you know something new? (30-60w)

   Video 1 TED Why are we happy?
   Video 2 TED Do schools kill creativity?
   Video 3 TED How to get your brain to focus
   Video 4 TED The protein folding problem: a major conundrum of science
   Video 5 TED The science of sleep
   Video 6 TED The pursuit of ignorance

2. Choose 3 videos from the list below watch them and write a description (100 words)
   1. BBC panorama-Amazon the Truth behind the click, BBC documentary
   2. North Korea Secrets New Documentaries 2018
   3. Kiribati: a drowning paradise in the South Pacific
   4. Bloody Queens Elisabeth and Mary 2016 BBC documentary
   5. Albert Einstein The Biography History Channel Documentary 2017

   Read the book: Lord of the Flies by William Golding